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Overview – Introduction to solids

u Guidelines
u Clinical considerations

u Nutrients

u Food allergy
u Obesity
u Premature infants

u Other aspects of feeding infants
u Feeding environment / relationship
u Reducing future “fussy eating”
u Texture / baby led weaning

u Practical Advice
u Q & A 
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Guidelines
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Current Australian Guidelines
2012                     2018                      2019
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International - 2019 
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NHMRC Infant Feeding Guidelines -2012

u Guidelines reviewed and significant changes made in 2011-12

u Allergy advice now out of date
u More relaxed “rules” around rate and timing of solids introduction e.g. 

texture and finger foods

u This presents challenges

u Parents request more specific steps

u Some general advice not adequate for those unfamiliar with baby 
feeding e.g. if parents don’t know to advance texture they may miss the 
cues
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NHMRC Infant Feeding Guidelines -2012

Current guidelines:
u Timing 

u Start solids “around 6 months” with iron-rich first foods

u Texture 
u Feeding behaviour has progressed from sucking to biting by 7-8 months

u Most infants are chewing by 7–9 months

u Most infants can manage finger foods at 8 months

u Offer a range of foods of an appropriate texture and consistency for 
their developmental stage
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NHMRC Infant Feeding Guidelines -2012

uProgression
uFoods can be introduced in any order and rate that suits the 

infant

uSlow introduction of solid foods is not necessary

uFrom 6 months of age, infants should be offered purees and 
then mashed foods, progressing to minced and chopped 
foods 

uBy 8 months most infants can manage ‘finger foods’ 

uCritical window for lumps <10months

uBy 12 months, infants consume a wide variety of family 
foods
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NHMRC Infant Feeding Guidelines -2012

uFood types including:
u Iron-enriched cereal, pureed meat, poultry and fish (all 

sources of haem iron), or cooked tofu and legumes. 

uVegetables, fruits, and dairy products such as full-fat 
yoghurt, cheese 

uVariety from 5 food groups

uHigh nutrient density 

uBreast milk or infant formula as MAIN DRINK until 12 months, 
Use cows milk in cereal and cooking 
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NHMRC Infant Feeding Guidelines -2012

uFluids
uOffer from 6 months 

uBoil water until 12 months
u Avoid until 12months

uRaw egg due to Salmonella risk – well cooked egg fits within 
allergy guidelines

uHoney due to botulism  
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u Introduce solids between 4-6months

u Include bitter tasting green vegetables
u Allergenic foods to be included 

u High risk for peanut allergy should have peanuts between 4-11 months

u Iron-rich meat or fortified foods
u No added salt, sugar or sweetened beverages

u Vegan diets only under medical supervision with appropriate 
supplementation

u Encourage a responsive style of parenting and recognition of hunger and 
satiety cues. Feeding to comfort or as a reward should be discouraged

Complementary Feeding: A Position Paper 
ESPGHAN Committee on Nutrition 2017
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WHO Guidelines 2003

u Focus on nutritional deficiencies, malnutrition, burden of 
diarrhoeal diseases, measles, malaria 

u Start solids from 6 months

u Appropriate complementary feeding is:  

u Timely – Foods started when milk not meeting babies needs 
u Adequate – sufficient to meet macro and micro nutrient needs

u Safe – Food safety, no food in bottles with teats
u Properly fed – Age appropriate autonomy encouraged, considering appetite 

and satiety, frequency appropriate
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Clinical considerations
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Nutrients

u Iron 

u Sources: Fortified cereals, Red meats (adapted to an age appropriate 
texture)

u 7-12months EAR 7mg/day, RDI 11mg/day

u Calcium 

u AI based on median intake of healthy populations

u AI 0-6months 210mg/day, 7-12months 270mg/day (140mg from solids)

u Fibre 

u no RDI / AI
u Significant and sometimes rapid increase with solid foods
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Food Allergy Prevention

u Significant recent increase in developed countries 

u IgE-mediated Food Allergy in children is 6–8%
u Top 8: cow’s milk, hen’s eggs, soy, peanut, tree nuts, 

wheat, fish and seafood
u 2019 systematic review insufficient evidence to determine 

if breast feeding can be recommended to reduce food 
allergy risk 
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Food Allergy Prevention Research

While earlier food allergy prevention strategies implemented 
avoidance of allergenic foods in infancy, the current paradigm is 
shifting from avoidance to controlled and timely exposure.

Learning Early About Peanut Allergy (LEAP) study 2015

u Randomised controlled trial

u High risk infants

u Peanut exposure starting from 4-11 months

u Decreases the risk of a clinical peanut allergy at the age of 5 years

u Follow-up (LEAP-on) at age 6 years, after a 12-month period of peanut avoidance, found 

no increase in the prevalence of peanut allergy in the intervention group
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Food Allergy Prevention Research (cont)

u Enquiring About Tolerance (EAT) study 2016
u Randomised Trial 
u Early introduction of 6 allergenic foods from 3-4 months of age

u Low and high risk infants

u Showed early introduction of allergenic solids is “safe”
u Failed to reach significance regarding allergy reduction

u If exclude those who didn’t comply with protocol, sig reduction of food 
allergy (peanut and egg) 
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Food Allergy Prevention Research (cont)

u Beating Egg Allergy Trial (BEAT) study 2017
u Randomised double blind trial
u Dietary introduction of whole egg powder between 4 and 6 months 

until 8 month then usual dietary practice resumed

u At risk infants - 10% of infants randomized to receive egg powder 
were already allergic to egg (and therefore excluded from trial)
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ASCIA Infant feeding advice 2018

u Breast feed, particularly until when solids are introduced

u Start solids between 4 and 6 months (not before 4 months)

u You may choose to introduce one new food at each meal to 
make allergen identification easier

u Don’t delay the introduction of allergenic solids. This includes 
dairy, wheat, cooked egg, fish, nuts, soy, shellfish

u Once introduced offer these foods regularly (2 x week)

u “Nip allergies in the bub” website / ASCIA allergy.org.au 
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Food Allergy Treatment

u IgE and non-IgE food allergy common at this age

u Educate on allergen avoidance

u Label reading 

u Cooking substitutions

u Allergen alternatives – be brand specific 

u Often significant “at risk nutrients” for infants

u Challenge when appropriate 
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Obesity
u High incidence – significant health burden 

u Now recognised that choices in early life nutrition have 
programming effects on later obesity

u Maternal BMI most established risk factor – effective family 
behavioural change is likely to benefit the infant 

u Low veg and fruit intake and high sweetened beverage intake 
promote obesity – the initial building blocks to avoid this can be 
educated during starting solids

u Breast feeding protects against later obesity (the early protein 
hypothesis)

u Some studies have also suggested that early introduction of 
complementary foods (before age 4 months) is associated with an 
increased risk of later obesity. 
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Obesity

u Evidence based recommendations for prevention when starting 
solids:

u Breastfeed if possible (especially the first 6 months) 

u Wide variety of foods including fruit and vegetables – multiple exposures, 
include vegetables without a sweetener 

u Do not add sugar, salt, or sugary fluids to the diet

u Don’t manage behavioural challenges with food eg to calm an irritable child 
or as reward

u Mindful (limit TV and distractions) eating 
u Responsive feeding
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Premature Infants

u Recent (June 2020 systematic review) shows
u 5-8months actual age, at least 3 months CGA
u no specific timing which applies safely to all preterm infants
u Individualise and base on development rather than chronological 

age
u Heterogenous and vulnerable population: 
u Delayed early gross motor developmental progress, increased 

nutritional requirements (iron, energy), organ immaturity, 
increased gut permeability and increased risk of hospitalization 
from infections

u Developmental milestones can be more difficult to predict
u Higher risk of feeding difficulties – over represented in feeding 

clinics 
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It’s not just “nutrient intake”
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Feeding relationship

u Feeding is a reciprocal process
u Child indicates a need and it is met by the parent

u Division of Responsibility (Ellyn Satter)
u Parent decides: how, when, where, and what 
u Child decides: what from the choices offered and how much (if 

any)
u An evaluation of feeding dynamics should always be made 

during assessment of a child who is eating or growing 
inappropriately

u Important to incorporate responsive feeding in solids 
introduction advice
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Feeding relationship –Practice Points

u Remind carers children are born intuitive eaters 
u we don’t need to tell them how much food they need 

u Trust hunger and the babies cues
u Give them more if requested
u Be content to cease a meal if disinterested
u Passive eating can irritate and bore some babies – give opportunities for 

autonomy and build that autonomy when they baby is ready
u Best indicator to a child that a food is safe is to watch their 

primary carer eat the same food

u Meals are to be enjoyed and are an opportunity to engage with 
children – parents who model enjoyment of nutritious dietary 
practices set the scene for good nutrition throughout childhood 
and beyond 
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Reducing the risk of having a fussy eater

u Early exposure to bitter and sour tastes 

u Early exposure to family or home cooked meals

u Diligent limiting of salty foods

u Inclusion of naturally sweet foods but not at EVERY meal or snack

u Promote independent eating

u Promote self regulation 

u Accept that children skip meals 

u Avoid rewarding and pacifying with food
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Feeding environment

u Supportive seating is important 

u “Mess” is purposeful play 

u Give supportive messaging and practical advice regarding mess
u Easy cleaning makes food exploration more likely  

u 1 meal, 1 clean up. Don’t wipe and clean repetitively 

u Soft narrow shallow spoons, bibs, forks

u Freezer use and food safety 
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Texture

u Traditional weaning –

u Smooth soupy puree à

u Thicker puree à

u Small soft lumps à

u Larger lumps à

u Diced / minced à

u Chunks and finger foods

u Pumpkin soup 

u Mash potato  

u Cous cous in puree  

u Risotto 

u Bolognaise 

u Banana and sandwich strips
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Baby-Led Weaning

u Exponential increase in past 10years

u Growing body of evidence that suggest a BLW approach 
may be   safe and sufficient

u Benefits / Goals

1. Exposure to family foods and flavours 
2. Baby decides when finished – self regulation implicit, may reduce 

obesity risk 

3. Encourages independence

u Not appropriate if growth is a concern, premature or 
developmental delay – a modified version should be used

u Purees do not need to be avoided to achieve this outcome
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Baby-Led Weaning (cont)

u The number of choking episodes did not differ between groups 
BLW vs traditional weaning in multiple studies

u A trial of “BLISS”  indicated more gagging shown at 6 months than 
traditional weaning but less at 8 months 

u From 2017 ESPHAGN guidelines – further research needed for 
nutrient intake, choking and health outcomes, especially appetite 
regulation and growth/obesity outcomes

u Throughout the research is the assumption that spoon fed infants 
have less opportunity to self-regulate their intake of food
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Practical Advice
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My Key Education points for families
u Enjoy feeding your child

u Include family foods whenever possible, include flavour 

u Learn and listen to your child’s hunger cues 

u Include bitter (plain) vegetables regularly and do not sweeten with fruit etc

u Start allergenic foods early and regular

u Water boiled and cooled offered from 6 months in a cup

u A new food every 2 days or faster

u By 6 months – offer Iron-rich foods 

u By 7 months – offer proteins, include 3 meals per day 

u By 8 months – offer finger foods

u By 9 months – include lumps e.g. rice 

u Around 10months – offer 1 snack and start cutlery practice 
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Common Questions

u Commercial pouches vs home made purees

u Adding sweet fruit to meat or vegetable purees?

u “Kids foods” 

u Vitamins and mineral supplements 

u Gagging vs choking

u Low fat or alternative “healthy” diets for adults are 
inappropriate for children. They may cause poor growth and 
nutrient deficiencies 

u Portion sizes – “increase according to your baby’s appetite”
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Bringing it all together

u The Australian Guide to Healthy Eating

u Recommended dietary intake (RDI) and nutrient reference 
values (NRV)

u NHMRC Infant feeding guidelines
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After one month of solids

u 3 meals per day of smooth puree
u Baby takes 1 tablespoon- ¼ cup per meal total
u Meals take 15-20 minutes
u Parent and baby enjoy meals
u BF: Oats + apple + cinnamon
u L: Sweet potato + broccoli + carrot
u D: Roast vegie mix + ricotta
u 5-6 milk feeds in 24 hours

36
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Around 8 months

u 3 meals per day of lumpy puree

u Baby takes ¼ - ½ cup per meal total

u Meals take 20-30 minutes

u Finger foods offered regularly

u BF: Weetbix + milk + French toast 
u L: Tuna + rice + corn mash + yoghurt + watermelon 

piece

u D: Beef casserole + pasta pieces

u 4-5 milk feeds in 24 hours + water
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Around 10 months

u 3 meals per day of chunky puree + 1 snack
u Baby takes ~½ cup per meal total
u Meals take 20-30 minutes
u Finger foods approx 1/2 of the meal
u BF: Vegemite crumpet + Quick oats + milk 
u L: Apricot chicken mash + rice + strawberries
u Sn: Cruskit w peanut butter 
u D: Sausage pieces + broccoli + mash potato + 

yoghurt
u 3-4 milk feeds in 24 hours (now after solids) + water
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First Birthday

u 3 meals per day of family foods + 2 snacks
u Baby takes ½-1 cup per meal total (increased variation)
u Meals take 20-30 minutes
u BF: scrambled egg + english muffin
u Sn: banana / raisin toast
u L: vegemite sandwich + yoghurt
u Sn: water crackers with avocado + cheese
u D: beef patties + potato pieces + peas + carrot + canned 

peaches (child portion of family dinner)
u 0-2 milk drinks in 24 hours + water
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Thank you
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